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Ghosts of Old Montreal
"Haunting Visit"

by David Iliff (Diliff)

+1 514 868 0303

If you are looking for something other than the ordinary run-of-the-mill
sightseeing tours, then consider the Old Montreal Ghost Trail. A historical
mystery tour set in Montreal's French colonial days, the tour includes
some of the city's most famous ghosts. Other tours include the New
France Ghost Hunt and Montreal's Historical Crime Scenes. Tours are in
both English and French.
www.fantommontreal.com

info@fantommontreal.com

469 Rue St-François-Xavier,
Montreal QC

Le Saint-Sulpice Hotel
"Boutique Old Town Stay"

by Casa Velas Hotel

Le Saint-Sulpice Hotel is a chic hotel located in Old Montreal. The hotel
offers an array of luxurious suites that make it the perfect destination for a
romantic getaway or a relaxed family vacation. It's the extra touches like
luxury toiletries from French beauty brand L'Occitane en Provence, soft
bathrobes, plush bedding and Ipod docks that elevate the experience
here. In-room spa treatments and massages are ideal to unwind after a
hectic day. The award-winning restaurant, Sinclaire ensures a great
culinary experience for culinary enthusiasts and in-suite fire-side dining is
available on request. The family-friendly hotel also offers childcare
services on request. For a pampering stay in the heart of the Old Town, Le
Saint-Sulpice Hotel is a superb choice.

www.lesaintsulpice.com/

frontdesk@lesaintsulpice.com

414 rue Saint Sulpice, Montreal QC

Montréal Science Centre
"State of the Art"

by Frankie Roberto from
Manchester, UK

+1 514 496 4724

Montréal Science Centre is a science and technology center that has
quickly become one of the Old Port's biggest attractions. Along with the
IMAX theater, there are a number of major permanent exhibitions
including the world's first electricity-to-water and water-to-wind
transformers, and various temporary exhibitions which anchor the
museum. Experience science in a whole new way as the hands-on and
interactive exhibits open your eyes to new wonders, and teach you a
lesson or two about how science functions in our daily life. Helping
children and adults translate text book knowledge in to reality, Montréal
Science Centre is not just an attraction, but also an invaluable educational
resource. The food court is on site and will keep you fueled as you
uncover the mysteries of science.
www.centredessciencesde
montreal.com/

information@oldportofmon
treal.com

2 rue de la Commune Ouest,
King Edward Pier, Montreal
QC

Hotel Nelligan
"Quaint Luxury in Quebec"

by Porto Bay Trade

Hotel Nelligan is the perfect place to start getting intimately acquainted
with the charms of Old Montreal. Occupying two lovely adjoining 19thcentury buildings, rooms in this charming hotel come with fireplaces,
exposed stone and brick walls, luxurious, modern furnishings, and all the
modern amenities one would expect from any urban hotel. With such
nearby sights as the Pointe-à-Callière Museum of Archaeology & History
and the Basilica Notre-Dame de Montréal, the rest of Montreal is just a
short walk away. Take a romantic weekend, or spend a few fun nights with
friends, and book the affordable rooms in Hotel Nelligan. For more
information, check website or call toll free at +1877 788 2040.

www.hotelnelligan.com/

sales@hotelnelligan.com

106 Saint Paul Street West, Montreal
QC

Hotel Place D'Armes
"Of Luxury and Comfort"

by Booking.com

Set in the heart of Old Montreal, within walking distance to a variety of
attractions and Place d'Armes metro, this hotel offers free WiFi, relaxing
spa services and gourmet dining options. The guestrooms and suites at Le
Place d'Armes Hotel & Suites feature luxuries such as down duvets, cosy
bathrobes and well-stocked minibars. Guests can work out in the fully
equipped fitness centre or relax with a massage in the full-service
Rainspa. Kyo Bar Japonais serves refined, Japanese comfort food and a
selection of Japanese spirits. Guests can sip on a summer cocktail with
lunch and dinner on the seasonal rooftop Terrasse 701 or enjoy a creative
martini in the elegant Suite 701 Lounge.

www.hotelplacedarmes.com/

info@hotelplacedarmes.com

55 Rue Saint-Jacques West, Montréal
QC

Pointe-à-Callière Museum
"First Landing Spot"

by Jeangagnon

+1 514 872 9150

Built on the site where the city's founders first landed, this history and
archaeology museum opened exactly 350 years after the event, in 1992.
Pointe-à-Callière Museum stands on the remains of original historical
buildings, and parts of the old fortification walls are on display. It features
a multimedia show and an underground archaeological tour, along with
various temporary exhibits. Highlights include the triangular Éperon
Building, the former Customs House, and Place Royale. Kids will
especially enjoy learning first hand what it means to be an archaeologist
in a fun engaging manner with the engaging Archaeo-Adventure
Exhibition, while the Pirates or Privateers exhibition will thrill them as they
learn about life on the High-seas. With plenty of events and activities, the
museum is a true cultural hub in the city.
pacmusee.qc.ca/en/

info@pacmusee.qc.ca

Embassy Suites by Hilton Montreal
"Boutique Hotel"

by Booking.com

Ideally situated near Old Montreal and the city's downtown core, this hotel
offers comfortable guestrooms and suites within walking distance of the
Financial District, Port of Montreal and more. A microwave and
refrigerator are offered in each room, as well as WiFi access. Most rooms
and suites also boast jetted tubs with upgraded bath amenities. Wake up
to a free, cooked-to-order breakfast featuring omelets and more. Guests

350 Place Royale, Corner of
De la Commune, Montreal
QC

will also enjoy a beverage at the evening Manager's Reception. The
hotel's on-site restaurant serves breakfast, lunch and dinner in a casual
atmosphere. All guests will also receive 2 coupons for complimentary
drinks and snacks. Embassy Suites Montreal is just steps away from
shops, restaurants and vibrant nightlife. Nearby attractions include the
Bell Centre, Botanical Garden & Insectarium and the Casino de Montreal.
www.hilton.com/en/hotels/yuldnes-embassy-suitesmontreal/

208 Saint Antoine Ouest, Montreal QC

Delta Montreal
"Businessperson's Hotel in Upscale Area"

by Booking.com

Thought of as one of Montreal's best business hotels, the Delta provides
private-access "Business Zone" rooms. The facility is situated in an
upscale shopping, club and restaurant area, with the McGill University
campus and Mount Royal nearby. Business Zone amenities include rooms
with balconies, voice mail, modem outlets and complimentary coffee for
working into the wee hours. Computer, fax, laser printer and a cordless
telephone are standard in the Executive Business Centre. Signature Club
programs include private access to the Executive Floor guestrooms with
private lounge.

www.marriott.com/hotels/travel/yul
db-delta-hotels-montreal/

deltamontreal@deltahotels.com

475 Avenue Du Président-Kennedy,
Montreal QC

Educa Jeux
"Educational Games and More"

by Ross Sneddon on
Unsplash

Educa Jeux focuses majorly on the education, development and growth of
children. Hence, they have games and toys that help children and also
inspire them to use their imagination and creativity. In the store, you'll find
educational books and games which facilitate understanding and foster
interest. There are engaging tools and toys, too, like materials for craft,
painting, coloring books, and more. Many interesting puzzles are also
available. The super-friendly staff are knowledgeable and are always
ready to help guide you.

+1 514 871 8818

placevillemarie.com/en/stores/educ
a-jeux

1 Boulevard René-Lévesque Ouest,
Place Ville Marie, Montreal QC

Atrium Le 1000 de la Gauchetière
"Skating Galore"

by Jeangagnon

+1 514 395 0555

Located inside the towering 1000 de la Gauchetière, Atrium Le 1000
Gauchetière is a spectacular skating rink ideal for a fun day with your little
ones. Open throughout the year, this is one place where you can cool off
and swirl on ice while sharing lighter moments with loved ones. Classes
are available for those who are a bit reluctant to strap on those ice skates.
If you get hungry after all the skating fun, there is a food court on site to
take care of your appetite. Atrium Le 1000 Gauchetière is a definite must
see for those in the city with kids or for those who love ice skating.
www.le1000.com/en/skate

atrium.le1000@ivanhoeca
mbridge.com

Biosphere
"Geodesic Dome"

by Cï¿½dric Thï¿½venet

Biosphere museum and exhibition hall is dedicated to raising
environmental and ecological awareness among its visitors. Housed in the
world's largest geodesic dome, which is one of few remaining structures
from the Expo's, it offers four levels of guided discovery. The bottom level
examines water as both Source of Life and Source of Delight, the
Connections Hall showcases multimedia presentations focusing on
environmental protection, and the Visions Hall affords an incredible view
of Montreal.

1000 rue de la Gauchetière
Ouest, Montreal QC

+1 514 283 5000

ec.gc.ca/Error 404.html

info.biosphere@ec.gc.ca

160 Chemin Tour-de-l'Isle, Île
Sainte-Hélène, Parc JeanDrapeau, Montreal QC

Parc Jean-Drapeau
"Entertainment & Relaxation"

by Artur Staszewski

+1 514 872 6120

Set on the Saint Lawrence River where the dome of the Montreal
Biosphere forms an arresting backdrop, the Parc Jean-Drapeau is a
wonderful hub of culture and entertainment. This urban recreational park
straddles two islands – the Saint Helen's Island and the man-made Notre
Dame Island - which were bases for the Expo 67 World's Fair. Come
summer, the park comes alive with a flurry of activities brought about by
the major attractions that dot its vast, picturesque stretch, from La Ronde
and Montreal Casino, to Fort de l'Île Sainte-Hélène and the Circuit Gilles
Villeneuve. Its summery sprawl also invites droves of tourists who
congregate here for the vibrant streak of festivals that are held year-long.
www.parcjeandrapeau.co
m/

clientele@parcjeandrapeau
.com

296 Chemin du Tour de
I'isle, Montreal QC

La Grande Ourse
"Workshops, Toys And More Toys"

by Alexas_Fotos

La Grande Ourse is a small store that has very beautiful and hand-made
toys. There are toys for every kid, with different preferences. The younger
kids have special option to play with tiny houses, kitchen sets, trucks and
cars, etc. They have a space where children can sit, use their imagination
and enjoy with their toys. The store holds timely workshops for kids and
their parents to make simple toys, easily. All the toys are safe for every
child and many of them are brought from European and South American
fair trade and exhibitions.

+1 514 847 1207

263 Avenue Duluth East, Montreal QC

La Ronde
"Largest Amusement Park in Quebec"

by Manuel Menal

Built for Expo '67 on Île Ste-Hélène, La Ronde remains the largest
amusement park in Quebec. There are 40 rides, and the spectacular Ferris
wheel can be seen across the St. Lawrence river in Montreal proper. La
Ronde is also the site for the annual SAQ Mondial Fireworks Competition,
the largest in the world. It attracts more than 1.2 million visitors a year, all
within a four month period!

+1 514 397 2000

www.laronde.com/fr/larondefr

22 Chemin Macdonald, Ile SainteHelene, Montreal QC

La Fontaine Park
"Large City Park"

by Stéphane Batigne

+1 514 872 6381

Located at the eastern edge of the Plateau Mont-Royal, La Fontaine Park
consists of about 40 hectares (100 acres) in all. It serves as site for one of
the official rites of spring, with people flocking to it the moment they
sense warmer weather approaching. You can relax under the trees, picnic,
sunbathe, bike, or play tennis. There is an outdoor theater in the summer,
and in the winter the pond becomes a skating rink. Several monuments
adorn the park, including one commemorating the sacrifice of FrenchCanadians who died during the course of the World Wars.
montreal.ca/lieux/parc-la-fontaine

1619 Avenue Du Parc La Fontaine,
Montreal QC

Mount Royal Park
"Urban Natural Setting"

by Richard Smith

+1 514 843 8240

Frederick Law Olmsted, of Central Park fame, designed Mount Royal Park.
It is easy to forget that you are in the middle of a huge metropolis when
walking or cross-country skiing on the park's many well-signposted trails:
chief downtown access points are from Parc Jeanne-Mance and
Drummond Street, just west of Royal Victoria Hospital. Beaver Lake
features skating, tobogganing, and even a small ski hill and chairlift, while
Mount Royal Cemetery is one of the continent's largest.
montreal.ca/lieux/parc-dumont-royal

info@lemontroyal.qc.ca

1260 Remembrance Road,
Montreal QC

Au Diabolo Jeux Et Jouets
"All-Rounder Toy Shop"

by ulleo

Au Diabolo Jeux is a hub for all the kids. They have lot of toys that one can
buy for their children or gift it to others. They have a changing toy
collection, according to the season or theme. The store also has beautiful
costumes for young children. They also sell lovely tricycles, big kites,
puzzle and strategy games that encourages the child to focus. With so
many options of toys in the shop, one can surely get confused for which
toy to pick up.

+1 514 528 8889

1390 Avenue du Mont-Royal East, Montreal QC

Raplapla
"Best childhood friend"

by JOSHUA COLEMAN on
Unsplash on Unsplash

+1 514 563 1209

Raplapla has been a well-established cloth toys store in Montreal.
Ppopular for the cloth doll without a neck, ears, elbows, knees and nose, it
is adeptly run by Erica, woman behind the coy smiles of the toys. Apart
from dolls there are stuffed animals, like cats and night owls for infants
and toddlers. Walk in at the toy store or order online to give your kids
some interesting stuff to play with and while their time.
bonjour@raplapla.com

69 Rue Villeneuve O, Montreal QC

Brat Pack Children’s Clothing
"Best Discounted Children Wear"

by TerriC

+1 514 270 7060

Brat Pack is a very popular boutique for kid's clothing in Montreal. They
are known for attractive offers and discounts that they come up with
regularly. The store keeps the latest trends and style in mind along with
the knowledge of what kids usually love. The have best collection for girls
and boys from the zero to sixteen years of age. Though they have
apparels at the lowest cost, but the quality is totally trustworthy.
www.bratpack.ca/

1283 Avenue Van Horne, Montreal QC

by ToastyKen

Cinéma Beaubien
"Reel Experience"
Cinéma Beaubien is an independent theater that specializes in art-house
cinema and indie films. The cinema focuses on original films while also
screening a selection of commercial movies as well. A community oriented
art space, Beaubien welcomes its fair share of movie lovers looking for a
unique experience. The family-friendly theater also hosts special
screenings and events for kids and their parents. The exciting schedule of
new releases, excellent sound systems, and a menu of delicious
refreshments ensures a fun time while in Montreal.
+1 514 721 6060

www.cinemabeaubien.co
m

info@cinemabeaubien.com

2396 rue Beaubien East,
Montreal QC

Montreal Botanical Garden
"Veritable Oasis"

by Matias-Garabedian

Every season at the Jardin Botanique de Montréal (Montréal Botanical
Gardens), you'll be captivated by the colors and fragrances of flowers and
plants as you move from garden to garden, many inspired by different
parts of the world. Explore the Sonoran desert, wander into the Chinese or
French Garden, and finally relax in the tranquility of the Japanese Garden.
The Montreal Botanical Garden contains about 12,000 plant species and
cultivators, ten exhibition greenhouses, about 30 thematic gardens and a
large arboretum.

+1 514 868 3000

4101 Sherbrooke Street East, Montreal QC

Montreal Biodome
"Self-Serve Eco-center"

by Paulo Barcellos Jr.

The Montreal Biodome is a science center and ecological zoo that
recreates four of the Americas' ecosystems at the city's Olympic Park.
Originally constructed as a velodrome for the 1976 Olympics, the building
was renovated and repurposed to accommodate replicas of a lush
Tropical Forest, the temperate Laurentian Forest, the Saint Lawrence
Marine Ecosystem, and the Sub-Polar Region. Each habitat is a realistic
depiction of their counterparts in the real world, complete with wildlife
that is native to the regions they represent. While the Tropical Forest
brings to life the rainforests of South America and the Laurentian Forest is
a slice of the North American Wilderness, the Saint Lawrence Marine
Ecosystem encapsulates the estuarian habitat of the eponymous gulf and
the Sub-Polar Region recreates the environments of the Arctic and
Antarctic regions. A tour of the Montreal Biodome is a rare experience
indeed; a chance to get a taste of the varied habitats of the Americas
under a single roof.

+1 514 868 3000

biodome@ville.montreal.qc.ca

4777 Pierre-De Coubertin Avenue,
Espace Pour La Vie, Olympic Park,
Montreal QC

Montreal Insectarium
"Bugs Galore"

by Jeff Egnaczyk

+1 514 872 1400

Montréal Insectarium is an interpretative nature center and museum, the
only one of its kind in North America that presents both preserved insect
collections and live insects for viewing by the general public. They also
have a spectacular live butterfly garden in the summer. For those with an
adventurous spirit, try the insect tasting events held twice a year with a
local chef preparing recipes that feature insects.
insectarium@ville.montreal.qc.ca

4581 rue Sherbrooke East, Montreal QC

Kart-O-Mania
"A Ride to Remember"
Kart-O-Mania is said to be one of the best indoor go-karting tracks in
Montreal. Adults and juniors both are welcome at the venue for a thrilling
experience. There are different group packages like junior racing, events,
leagues etc. You can even gift a Kart-O-Mania gift card to your loved one.
With a snack bar at the venue and capacity for hosting a large gathering,
one can call for a private get-together like friends and family gatherings,
client appreciation events, friendly leagues, birthday parties and more.

by Ajale

+1 514 725 0909

www.kart-o-mania.ca/en/

info@kart-o-mania.ca

5196 Rue De La Savane,
Montreal QC

Putting Edge Spheretech
"Family Fun"
Putting Edge is an indoor mini golf center with a unique twist - you play in
the dark. The 18-hole course is illuminated only by fluorescent lighting,
creating a fantastical setting in which to enjoy a putting session. Immerse
yourself in a swirling color kaleidoscope that creates scenes from
Amazonian jungles to medieval fortresses. An energetic and fun
experience for all ages, Putting Edge puts the fun back in mini golf with its
innovative design and unique thematic game play.

by Jason Abrams on
Unsplash on Unsplash

+1 514 439 3310

spheretech@puttingedge.com

3500 Boulevard de la Côte-Vertu, Suite
140, Montreal QC

Funtropolis
"When Fun Knows No Bounds"

by Rhett Wesley on Unsplash
on Unsplash

+1 45 0688 9222

Funtropolis is a sprawling play zone for kids over one year. Made famous
for the multi-colored Styrofoam balls shot by kids using over 30 different
air guns, this gaming arcade has lot of other exciting activities. Zip down
those winding slides or jump over those secured trampolines; Funtropolis
is never going to disappoint you. Another of its key highlights is the spider
web-inspired maze that makes for a fun climbing experience.
www.funtropolis.ca/

fun@funtropolis.ca

3925 Boulevard CuréLabelle, Laval QC
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